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A clean script is an incomplete object. It might be all the words but it’s only a
fragment of the information an actor needs to give a detailed and accomplished
performance. That’s where text work—also known as table work or script analysis
—comes in. It’s a vital part of an actor’s toolkit and a process anyone can learn. In
fact, you already do it unconsciously when reading or watching drama. But to
harness it, you need to know the basics. Here’s a quick guide to what text work is
to set you on your way.
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Where does it come from?
Careful analysis of a playtext, along with most of the vocabulary used in the
process, comes from the Stanislavski’s system for actors. However, few people sit
around rehearsals quoting him at length. The modern approach employs terms
like “beat” and “unit” to slice up a scene, and “action” and “objective” to refer to
what motivates a character. It also employs methods and exercises from later
practitioners.
Who leads the process?
Depending on who you’re working with the process might be collective,
collaborative, one-to-one with the director, or a mixture. When working with a
writer, they could be present throughout a production, pop in once or twice, or
be totally absent. For theater, it’s classically a director leading close reading and
discussion around a table. For screen, it might be conversations ahead of filming
with an AD or talking to the director around takes.
How does it work?
There’s usually a read through that serves as the informal beginning of text work,
where directors give initial notes and talk through their ideas for the production.
Actors will generally use this opportunity to think about who their character is
and what world they inhabit. Normally, this is the moment where research is
discussed. For example, a play like “Three Sisters” could include anything from
finding historical information about Russia in the 1900s to using a dictionary to
look up words you don’t fully understand.
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What happens next?
In theater, “table work” focuses on building a collective understanding of the play.
This usually involves “uniting” or “eventing” a script. People have different
interpretations of units and events but generally, a unit is a moment of action and
an event is when something changes for every character present. Dividing the
script like this allows for dramatic exploration, playing around with ideas of what’s
happening to arrive at interesting, shared versions.
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Some directors will go through line by line and question actors on the motives
behind each thought. Actors are sometimes told to avoid private text work ahead
of rehearsals so it can be done in partnership or shared with fellow cast
members. Some directors will remain around the table and help actors map out
objectives, others start staging the play, returning to text work with actors on
their feet. Table work can take up the whole first week of rehearsals or it might
be a morning. You should adapt your own private text work around this: if you
need more time, take it.
What text work can I do alone?
A lot. For screen work, actors might study and annotate lines ahead of filming,
arriving with a fully formed performance. Remember, the most important thing
text work can give you is a sense of feeling prepared and knowledgeable about
your character. So do as much as you need. Actors often mark every bit of new
information their character hears, highlight moments of character development,
annotate key words, break their lines into individual thoughts and ask questions
such as, “how do they know this” or “why do they want this?”
When does it end?
Actors undertake text work in pencil rather than pen because it’s never truly
finished. For long runs of plays, many find it useful to refer back to annotated
scripts and research in order to freshen up or reinform performances. They might
even revise the work in the light of new information.
It can be slow and methodical but hard work isn’t an excuse for being inflexible or
dismissive of new ideas. You can never truly know everything about your
characters but you can make informed and interesting decisions. If you find
yourself at loggerheads with a director, remember that there’s no disagreeing
with the audience—eventually, all text work should be for them. If it doesn’t make
sense or it’s not based in the story, it might be worth getting the rubber out and
returning to that clean script, breaking it back to that incomplete object. With
text work you can always build it up again or work it out anew.

Laurence Cook is a director and dramaturg who worked under Giles Block at
Shakespeare’s Globe and Tim Carroll at The Factory, and has given workshops for
speaking Shakespeare to actors and directors.
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